Monsters Made Me Gay: Minotaur Gangbang

Navo is a simple farm boy who rarely
ventures into the wild outside of his
village. But when his brother becomes
deathly ill, all of that changes and Navo
embarks on a quest for the elusive
bellaberry, a plant with magical restorative
properties. Unfortunately, the bellaberry
only grows in the nearby mountains that
are swarming with minotaur.
Once
captured by the bull-headed beasts, Navo
assumes that all is lost, until he realizes
that the herd wants more than to eat him
for dinner. Instead, he suddenly finds
herself at the center of a gay monster
gangbang. This is a 4,400 word hardcore
gay gangbang story featuring anal, double
anal, straight to gay turning, monster sex,
rough sex, dubious consent, and gay
minotaur.
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